FoamSensation

“How do I give my customers a
car wash with that wow effect?”

With FoamSensation for an
amazing foam experience.

www.washtec.com

Offer your customers a real
wash sensation: FoamSensation.

Your customers have never experienced a carwash like
this: FoamSensation completely covers the vehicle with
a colourfully illuminated foam curtain.

This not only looks impressive, it also increases the
attractiveness of your location and is a real customer
magnet.

How it works
FoamSensation was developed by WashTec, patented and first used
in gantry wash systems. The way it works is simple but spectacular:
The foam flows out of the FlexStream roof dryer as a closed foam
curtain down on the vehicle. Thanks to the height adjustment of
the roof dryer, the distance is always such that there are no gaps in
the foam. So a seamless foam application is achieved. In tunnel car
washes the FoamSensation aggregate is either mounted directly on
the entrance or on a separate arch.

The spectacular effect is reinforced by the LED lighting:
A variety of colours and different patterns, such as continuous,
flashing, strobe, and colour transitions can be set individually via
the adjustment menu.

The benefits of FoamSensation
• Spectacular shower experience: uninterrupted foam spraying
in tunnel washers and gantry car washes.

• Competitive advantage: FoamSensation increases the
attractiveness of your location and is a real magnet for customers.

• Spectacular effects: coloured backlit foam curtain using LED
lighting with numerous colour settings.

• Increased revenue opportunities: FoamSensation justifies
higher average prices.

• Rapid activation: even after longer breaks FoamSensation
produces perfect foam within seconds.

• Potential retrofitting: add-on unit available for tunnel washers
and gantry systems.

Car washing goes by the name WashTec. The world over.
Present in more than 70 countries.
More than 1,700 employees are designing the future of car washing
with us, including more than 600 service technicians.
More than 35,000 machines installed.
2.75 million vehicles a day are washed with WashTec all over the world!
Over 50 years of innovation leadership.
We set the standards in the car wash business – and actively drive the
market forward.

Read more:
www.washtec.com/
foamsensation

